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Abstract

We propose a new type of linearizability, called right-linear-first (RLF) linearizability. The well-known ZYT-
linearizability deals with only one bilinear rule. RLF-linearizability is a generalization of ZYT-linearizability since
RLF-linearizability deals with general bilinear datalog programs consisting of multiple bilinear and linear rules.
We identify sufficient conditions for RLF-linearizability. The test of the sufficient conditions is exponential in the
size of the input datalog program, which is, however, usually very small compared with the size of the extensional
database in deductive database applications.
© 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

If a nonlinear program can be linearized, it is possible to process queries on the program efficiently by
using well-known cost-effective techniques [1,2,6,8,15,17,18] for linear programs. Since linearizabili-
ty of general nonlinear datalog programs is undecidable [5], the researches on linearizability progress
toward identifying the more and more larger class of linearizable programs.
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The first work on linearizability, calledZYT-linearizability[9,11,20], dealt with a very simple class
of nonlinear programs that consist of two rules: abilinear rule and an exit rule. The bilinear rule is a
nonlinear rule with exactly two recursive subgoals in its body. The following programZ, which consists
of one exit rulere and one bilinear rulerb, shows a typical form of such programs:

[Z] re : p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- e(X1, . . . , Xt ).
rb : p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- p(Y1, . . . , Yt ), p(Z1, . . . , Zt ),H .

Here,H is a conjunction of extensional database (EDB) subgoals. ZYT-linearization transforms the
programZ into a linear programZzyt by replacing a recursive subgoal of the bilinear rulerb with the
body of the exit rulere.

[Zzyt ] re : p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- e(X1, . . . , Xt ).
r ′
b

: p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- p(Y1, . . . , Yt ), e(Z1, . . . , Zt ),H .

The original programZ is calledZYT-linearizableif it is logically equivalent toZzyt .
The ZYT-linearizability was originally proposed by Zhang et al. [19,20]. They found a necessary

and sufficient condition for linearizing bilinear rules with at most one EDB subgoal in their bodies.
Saraiya [11] extended the work of Zang et al. to the bilinear rules that have multiple EDB subgoals
without repetition of the same EDB predicate. He also found a necessary and sufficient condition for
linearizing the bilinear rules. He [13] further extended his work by allowing more than two recursive
subgoals and the repetition of the same EDB predicates in the nonlinear rules. Ramakrishnan et al.
[9] dealt with bilinear rules having more than one EDB subgoal possibly with the same predicate, and
identified the largest class of bilinear rules that are linearizable by ZYT-linearization. Their approach
is based on the concept of conjunctive-query containment [3,4,7,10]. They proposed a necessary and
sufficient condition, but failed to find any way to check the condition. Instead, they proposed a testable
but sufficient condition using the concept of uniform equivalence [10].

In [12], Saraiya definedbase-case linearizabilitythat is an extension of ZYT-linearizability for general
nonlinear datalog programs including multiple nonlinear rules possibly with more than two recursive
subgoals. He showed that base-case linearizability is undecidable. He never presented any sufficient
condition for such nonlinear programs.

In this paper, we consider linearization of general bilinear programs that are nonlinear programs with
multiple bilinear rules and together with multiple linear rules.
1. We propose a transformation method linearizing bilinear programs, calledright-linear-first lineari-

zation(RLF-linearizationfor short). A bilinear program is calledRLF-linearizableif it is logically
equivalent to its RLF-linearized program.

2. We identify sufficient conditions for RLF-linearizability of the following two restricted types of gen-
eral bilinear programs by utilizing the result [9] on ZYT-linearizability:
(a) MB-type (only multiple bilinear):MB-type programs have no linear rule. That is, all the recursive

rules are bilinear.
(b) SBSL-type (single bilinear and single linear):SBSL-type programs have exactly two recursive

rules. One is bilinear and the other linear.
3. Using the results on the above two types, we find a sufficient condition for RLF-linearizability of

general bilinear programs. The condition is testable in exponential time. The test is only exponential
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Table 1
Comparison of the results from the work on linearizability

Linearization method ZYT RLF Base-case

ZYT90 [20] Sar89 [11] RSUV93 [9] Sar95 [13]
Our work Sar90 [12]

No. of nonlinear rules Only one Only one Only one Only one 1 or more 1 or more
Degree of nonlinearity 2 2 2 2 or more 2 2 or more
No. of linear rules 0 0 0 0 0 or more 0 or more
No. of exit rules 1 1 1 1 1 1 or more
No. of EDB subgoals 0 or 1 0 or more 0 or more 0 or more 0 or more 0 or more
Duplication No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Condition proved iff iff iff if if No
Testing algorithm Yes Yes Sufficiency only Yes Yes No
Time complexity Polynomial Polynomial Exponential Polynomial Exponential —

in the size of the input datalog program, which is, however, usually very small compared with the
size of the extensional database in deductive database applications.
Table 1 summarizes the work on linearizability including this work, and compares the previous re-

sults with ours. In the table, the upper part shows the form of nonlinear programs being considered
in each study: ‘no. of nonlinear rules’ denotes the number of nonlinear rules in a program, ‘degree of
nonlinearity’ the number of recursive subgoals in a nonlinear rule, ‘no. of EDB subgoals’ the number
of EDB subgoals in a recursive rule, and ‘duplication’ whether the EDB subgoals with the same pred-
icate name is allowed. The lower part explains the results from each study: ‘condition proved’ denotes
whether there are conditions that are proved and if they exist, whether they are necessary and sufficient
(iff) conditions or sufficient (if) conditions, ‘testing algorithm’ whether there is an algorithm to test the
proposed conditions, and ‘time complexity’ the time complexity of the algorithm.

This paper is organized as follows. The following section gives terms and definitions used in this
paper. It also explains equivalence of logic programs and conjunctive query containment test. Section
3 defines RLF-linearization. Section 4 identifies sufficient conditions for RLR-linearizability of bilinear
programs. First, it presents sufficient conditions for two restricted types of bilinear programs, MB-type
and SBSL-type, and then gives a sufficient condition for general bilinear programs. Finally, Section 5
summarizes our results.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Terminology

In this paper, we deal with function-free Horn clause logic programs, i.e., datalog programs [2,16].
In general, a logic program can be divided into an EDB being a set of facts and an intensional database
(IDB) being a set of logical rules. We assume that no common predicate appears in both the EDB and
the IDB. Since the EDB of a logic program does not affect whether the program is linear or nonlinear,
we refer to the IDB of a program as a program unless otherwise specified.

Normally, a rule in the IDB has the form

p0(X0) :- p1(X1), . . . , pn(Xn).
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Here,pi is a predicate,Xi a sequence of variables, andpi(Xi) a literal. The left part of ‘:-’,p0(X0), is
theheadof the rule, and the right part, the conjunction of literals, is thebodyof the rule. The predicate
p0 of the head is thehead predicate. Each literal of the body is asubgoal. An EDB subgoalis a subgoal
whose predicate belongs to the EDB. AnEDB conjunctionis a conjunction of EDB subgoals in the body.
A range-restricted[1] rule is a rule in which every variable in the head appears in its body. In this paper,
we consider only range-restricted rules.

In a programP, if p is the head predicate of a ruler andq is the predicate of a subgoal inr, then
p directly depends onq in r (or in P). A predicatep depends ona predicateq if p directly depends
on q or there is another predicates such thatp directly depends ons ands depends onq. A predicate
p is recursiveif p depends on itself. A subgoal in a ruler is recursiveif the predicate of the subgoal
depends on the head predicate ofr. A rule is recursiveif there is a recursive subgoal in its body. A rule
is non-recursiveotherwise. A rule isdirectly recursiveif every recursive subgoal has the same predicate
as the head. A program with at least one recursive rule isrecursive.

A rule is linear if it has exactly one recursive subgoal. It isnonlinearif it has more than one recursive
subgoal. Especially, it isbilinear if it has exactly two recursive subgoals. A program islinear if all the
recursive rules in it are linear. It isnonlinear if it has at least one nonlinear rule. It isbilinear if it is
nonlinear and all the nonlinear rules are bilinear.

A program is asingle-predicate programif all the head predicates in the program are the same.
Note that every recursive rule in such a program is directly recursive. Anexit rule is a non-recursive
rule in a single-predicate recursive program. In order for a single-predicate recursive program to be
meaningful, at least one exit rule should exist in it. We assume that there is one and only one exit rule in
a single-predicate recursive program.

2.2. Equivalence of logic programs

We represent all the facts that can be derived from a programP together with a databaseD asM(P ∪
D), whereD is not necessarily an EDB, i.e., it can contain facts for IDB predicates. A programP is
logically containedinto a programP ′ denoted asP ⊆ P ′ if M(P ∪D) ⊆ M(P ′ ∪D) for any EDBD.
A programP is logically equivalentto a programP ′ denoted asP ≡ P ′ if P ⊆ P ′ andP ⊇ P ′. We
also use the concept ofuniform equivalenceproposed by Sagiv [10]. It is a more strengthened condition
than logical equivalence. A programP is uniformly containedinto a programP ′ denoted asP ⊆u P ′
if M(P ∪D) ⊆ M(P ′ ∪D) for any databaseD. A programP is uniformly equivalentto a programP ′
denoted asP ≡u P ′ if P ⊆u P ′ andP ⊇u P ′. It is obvious thatP ≡u P ′ impliesP ≡ P ′. Note that
logical equivalence is undecidable [14], but uniform equivalence is decidable [10].

We introduce the notion of a derivation tree that is used for definitions and proofs in the rest of the
paper.

Definition 2.1. Let a programP and a databaseD be given.Derivation treesfrom P ∪D are defined
as follows:
1. For each fact inD, there is a derivation tree of a single node that is the fact itself.
2. Consider a ground instance of a ruler in P given below.

p(c0) :- q1(c1), . . . , qn(cn).
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If there are derivation treesTi (1� i�n) such that the root of eachTi is qi(ci), then there is a
derivation tree withp(c0) as the root and with eachTi as a subtree.

3. All the derivation trees can be defined by the above rules only.

A fact is derivablefrom P ∪D if it belongs toM(P ∪D). It is obvious by Definition 2.1 that a fact
α is derivable fromP ∪D iff there is a derivation tree with the rootα from P ∪D. Therefore, we can
prove thatP is logically equivalent toP ′ by showing that for any EDBD, there is a derivation tree with
the rootα from P ∪D iff there is a derivation tree with the same rootα fromP ′ ∪D.

Let P be a single-predicate programP for an IDB predicatep, andD an EDB.Mp(P ∪D) denotes
all the p-facts inM(P ∪D). In this paper, we transform a single-predicate bilinear programP into
a multiple-predicate linear programP ′. For linearization, a new IDB predicate is introduced intoP ′.
Generally,M(P ∪D) is not equal toM(P ′ ∪D) sinceM(P ∪D) does not have any fact for the newly
introduced predicate. But, our interest is whetherMp(P ∪D) is equal toMp(P ′ ∪D). A single-predi-
cate programP for an IDB predicatep is contained to a programP ′ with respect to the predicatep,
denoted asP ⊆p P ′, if Mp(P ∪D) ⊆ Mp(P ′ ∪D) for any EDBD. P is equivalent toP ′ with respect
to the predicatep, denoted asP ≡p P ′, if P ⊆p P ′ andP ⊇p P ′.

2.3. Conjunctive query containment test

For any rule, the rule body is a conjunction of literals and the rule head represents a form of answers
that can be derived by the body. Therefore, a rule is just aconjunctive query[3]. We use the contain-
ment test between a conjunctive queryQ and a programP with possibly multiple rules. The following
algorithm tests whetherQ is uniformly contained intoP [10]:

Algorithm 2.1. TestingQ ⊆u P for a conjunctive queryQ and a programP.

1. Find a substitutionσ such that it replaces each variable inQ with a unique new constant.
Substitute each variableX in Q by σ(X). We can obtain a factα by applyingσ to the head ofQ.

2. Construct a databaseD such that for each subgoals of Q, σ(s) is inD.
3. ComputeM(P ∪D). If α ∈ M(P ∪D), thenQ ⊆u P. Otherwise,Q 
⊆u P.

Theorem 2.1 [10]. In Algorithm 2.1,α ∈ M(P ∪D) iff Q ⊆u P.

Algorithm 2.1 is complete for exponential time in the length ofQ andP [9].

3. Right-linear-first linearization

Let A be a single-predicate bilinear program shown below. There are one exit rulere, m linear rules
ra1, . . . , ram , andn bilinear rulesrb1, . . . , rbn .

[A] re : p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- e(X1, . . . , Xt ).
ra1 : p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- p(U11, . . . , U1t ),G1.

. . .

ram : p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- p(Um1, . . . , Umt ),Gm.
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Fig. 1. A derivation tree of a special form derived from the programA.

rb1 : p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- p(Y11, . . . , Y1t ), H1, p(Z11, . . . , Z1t ).
. . .

rbn : p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- p(Yn1, . . . , Ynt ),Hn, p(Zn1, . . . , Znt ).

Here,e is an EDB predicate, andG1, . . . ,Gm, andH1, . . . , Hn are conjunctions of EDB subgoals.
Consider a derivation tree derived fromA and an EDBD that has a very special formT given in

Fig. 1. For simplicity, EDB subgoals are omitted inT , and each node represents a recursivep subgoal.
The followings are the characteristics ofT :
• Each ruleri (1 � i � u) applied along the left side of the tree is either a bilinear rule or a linear rule.

LetL be the set of the linear rules in the left side.
• If ri is a linear rule, obviously the right subtreeTi is empty.
• If ri is a bilinear rule, the right subtreeTi has a special form shown asTR, in which the exit rule is

applied only once or linear rules (rij , 1 � j � vi) are applied repeatedly after an application of the
exit rule. Note that each leaf inTR represents an EDB subgoal. LetR be the set of the linear rules
appearing in those right subtrees.

• T0 also has the same form asTR.
• The two sets of linear rules,L andR, are disjoint.

If all the facts derivable from the trees of the formTR are regarded as EDB facts, then each bilinear
rule inT can be viewed as a linear rule since the right recursive subgoal of any bilinear rule is considered
to be an EDB subgoal.

If, for each fact derivable fromA and an arbitrary EDBD, there is a derivation tree of the formT ,
thenA can be transformed into an equivalent linear program by the following procedure. We call the
transformation RLF-linearization.

Right-linear-first linearization
LetL be the set{raπ(1) , . . . , raπ(l)} andR the set{raπ(l+1) , . . . , raπ(m)}, whereπ is a permutation of the

subscripts of the linear rules for representing their partition. For simplicity, we omit the arguments of
rules in the procedure.
(1) Transform the exit rulere into r ′e, whereq is a new predicate name not appearing inA:

re : p :- e. ⇒ r ′e : q :- e.
(2) Transform each ruleraπ(h) , 1 � h � l, in R into r ′aπ(h) :

raπ(h) : p :- Gπ(h), p. ⇒ r ′aπ(h) : q :- Gπ(h), q.
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(3) Add a new ruler ′q below:
r ′q : p :- q.

(4) Transform each bilinear rulerbk , 1 � k � n, into r ′bk :
rbk : p :- p,Hk, p. ⇒ r ′bk : p :- p,Hk, q.

(5) Use each linear ruleraπ(h) , l + 1 � h � m, in L as itself without modification.
The following programArlf is the result of RLF-linearization of the bilinear programA:

[Arlf ] r ′e : q(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- e(X1, . . . , Xt ).
r ′aπ(1) : q(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- q(Uπ(1)1, . . . , Uπ(1)t ),Gπ(1).

. . .

r ′aπ(l) : q(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- q(Uπ(l)1, . . . , Uπ(l)t ),Gπ(l).

r ′q : p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- q(X1, . . . , Xt ).
r ′aπ(l+1)

: p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- p(Uπ(l+1)1, . . . , Uπ(l+1)t ),Gπ(l+1).
. . .

r ′aπ(m) : p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- p(Uπ(m)1, . . . , Uπ(m)t ),Gπ(m).
r ′
b1

: p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- p(Y11, . . . , Y1t ), H1, q(Z11, . . . , Z1t ).
. . .

r ′
bn

: p(X1, . . . , Xt ) :- p(Yn1, . . . , Ynt ),Hn, q(Zn1, . . . , Znt ).

The resulting linear program of RLF-linearization from a single-predicate bilinear program defines
two IDB predicates. The programArlf consists of two single-predicate linear subprograms. One is for
the predicateq and has rulesr ′e andr ′aπ(1) , . . . , r

′
aπ(l)

. The other is for the predicatep and has rulesr ′q ,
r ′aπ(l+1)

, . . . , r ′aπ(m) , andr ′b1
, . . . , r ′bn . In order to compute all thep-facts in a bottom-up fashion, we must

first compute the former program to obtain all theq-facts, and then do the latter to obtain all thep-facts.
Here, the predicateq plays only a temporary role to accumulate thep-facts generated by the original
exit rule and the linear rules in the setR. Since each subprogram consists of only linear rules,Arlf is a
linear program.

Definition 3.1. Let A be a single-predicate bilinear program for an IDB predicatep. Let Arlf be the
RLF-linearized program ofA under a partition,L andR, of the linear rules inA. A is RLF-linearizable
under the partition ifMp(A ∪D) = Mp(Arlf ∪D) for any EDBD.

4. RLF-linearizability for bilinear datalog programs

4.1. MB-type bilinear programs

In this section, we consider RLF-linearizability of an MB-type program that has only bilinear rules
as recursive rules. Since an MB-type program has no linear rules, we do not need to consider a partition
of linear rules for RLF-linearization. Consider an MB-type programB and its RLF-linearized program
Bmb as shown below. Our interest is whetherB is logically equivalent toBmb.
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[B] re : p :- e. [Bmb] re : p :- e.
rb1 : p :- p,H1, p. r ′

b1
: p :- p,H1, e.

. . . . . .

rbn : p :- p,Hn, p. r ′
bm

: p :- p,Hn, e.

Definition 4.1. A programB is MB-Linearizableif B ≡ Bmb.

MB-linearizability is a direct extension of ZYT-linearizability for multiple bilinear rules. Ramakrish-
nan et al. [9] give a very useful observation for ZYT-linearizability that a single bilinear rule program
is ZYT-linearizable if for every nonlinear derivation tree with only multiple occurrences of minimal
nonlinearity, there is a linear tree for the same fact. Nonlinearity occurs only if a subgoal of a bilinear rule
is expanded by a bilinear rule. Minimal nonlinearity implies that such expansion occurs only once so that
any recursive subgoal appeared from this expansion is replaced by the exit rule and is no more expanded
by a bilinear rule. For MB-linearizability, we can directly adapt the observation of Ramakrishnan et al.’s.
Any nonlinear derivation trees generated by the following programBnl have only multiple occurrences
of minimal nonlinearity:

[Bnl] re : p :- e.
r ′
b1

: p :- p,H1, e.
. . .

r ′
bn

: p :- p,Hn, e.
r ′
b11

: p :- p,H1, σ11(e,H1, e).
. . .

r ′
bij

: p :- p,Hi, σij (e,Hj , e).

. . .

r ′
bnn

: p :- p,Hn, σnn(e,Hn, e).

Here,r ′bij (1 � i � n, 1 � j � n) represents minimal nonlinearity that appears from expanding the right
recursive subgoal of the rulerbi by the rulerbj , and then by replacing the right two recursive predi-
cates with the predicate in the body of the exit rule. The substitutionσij is for the subgoal expansion to
obtainr ′bij .

Theorem 4.1. B is MB-linearizable iffBnl ⊆ Bmb.

Proof. See Appendix. �

By the same argument as in [9], since we do not know any way to check the condition of Theorem
4.1, we strengthen the condition using uniform equivalence [10] to obtain a testable condition.

Corollary 4.2. B is MB-linearizable ifBnl ⊆u Bmb.

The condition of Corollary 4.2 can be tested by showing that eachr ′bij of Bnl is uniformly contained

intoBmb. Since the test for each rule has the complexity of exponential time as discussed in Section 2.3
and there aren2 rules for such test, we obtain the following theorem:

Theorem 4.3. The condition of Corollary 4.2 can be tested in exponential time.
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Fig. 2. A containment that showsr ′12 ⊆u P1mb.

Example 4.1. Consider the following MB-type programsP1 and its RLF-linearized programP1mb:

[P1] r0 : p(X, Y ) :- e(X, Y ). [P1mb] r0 : p(X, Y ) :- e(X, Y ).
r1 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), p(Z, Y ). r ′1 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), e(Z, Y ).
r2 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X, Y ), r(Z,W), p(W, Y ). r ′2 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X, Y ), r(Z,W), e(W, Y ).

The programP1nl that generates nonlinear derivation trees with only multiple occurrences of minimal
nonlinearity is as follows:

[P1nl] r0 : p(X, Y ) :- e(X, Y ).
r ′1 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), e(Z, Y ).
r ′2 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X, Y ), r(Z,W), e(W, Y ).
r ′11 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), e(Z,U1), g(U1), e(U1, Y ).
r ′12 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), e(Z,U1), r(U1, U2), e(U2, Y ).
r ′21 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), r(Z,W), e(W,U1), g(U1), e(U1, Y ).
r ′22 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), r(Z,W), e(W,U1), r(U1, U2), e(U2, Y ).

In order to show thatP1nl is uniformly contained intoP1mb, we should test whether each ruler ′ij (1 �
i � 2, 1 � j � 2) is uniformly contained intoP1mb. We can test these uniform containments using
Algorithm 2.1. Here, we show only the case of ruler ′12.

For each variable in the body ofr12, we assign a unique new constant as follows:
X = 1, Z = 2, U1 = 3, U2 = 4, Y = 5.

LetD be a database, i.e., a set of facts, which is obtained from the body by assigning the constants. Then

D = {p(1, 2), g(2), e(2, 3), r(3, 4), e(4, 5)}.
Fig. 2 illustrates the remaining procedure. By applyingr ′12 to the data baseD, we get a factp(1, 5).

It is shown by the left tree in Fig. 2. Now, we must prove thatP1mb ∪D also produces the factp(1, 5).
The right tree shows that the same factp(1, 5) can also be produced fromP1mb ∪D.

The above procedure shows thatr ′12 is uniformly contained intoP1mb. By the same test procedure,
we can show that the other three rules are also uniformly contained intoP1mb. This impliesP1nl ⊆u

P1mb. By Corollary 4.2,P1 ≡ P1mb.

4.2. SBSL-type bilinear programs

Consider an SBSL-type bilinear programC having one bilinear rule and one linear rule. It is of the
form C that is obtained by adding a linear rulera into Z.
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[C] re : p :- e.
ra : p :- p,G.
rb : p :- p,H, p.

In order to RLF-linearize the programC, we need a partition of linear rules inC. SinceC has only one
linear rule, there are only two possible partitions: one isL = {ra} andR = {}, and the other isL = {}
andR = {ra}. The linear rulera makes some trouble against linearizability. The right recursive subgoal
of the bilinear rule can be expanded by the linear rule. The result of such expansion introduces a new
type of nonlinearity, which we characterize for each partition. The SBSLU-linearizability corresponds
to the former partition, and the SBSLD-linearizability to the latter.

4.2.1. SBSLU-linearizability
The new type of nonlinearity by a linear rule is depicted by a derivation treeTu shown in Fig. 3.

The superscriptsα andβ of the recursive subgoalp in Tu are for distinguishing the position of each
subgoal. The corresponding rule expansion is

rba: p :- pα,H, pβ, σ (G).

σ denotes a substitution for this expansion. (In fact,pβ denotes the recursive subgoal in the substituted
rule σ(ra).) T ′

u in Fig. 3 represents a possible transformed linear tree whose root is identical to that
of Tu. All the leaves inT ′

u exist inTu. Hence, it is trivial thatTu is uniformly contained intoT ′
u. This

containment is sufficient to eliminate the new type of nonlinearity. Note that while the application of the
linear rule occurs at the lower part inTu, it occurs at the relatively upper part inT ′

u.
Fig. 4 shows more general containment ofTu into T ′′

u that is sufficient to eliminate the new nonlinear-
ity. For each node in the left side ofT ′′

u , either the linear rulera or the bilinear rulerb is applied. When
ra is applied, e.g.,ri = ra, the corresponding childGi is an instance of the EDB conjunctionG in ra.
Whenrb is applied, e.g.,rj = rb, the corresponding childHj is an instance ofH in rb, and the right
recursive subgoal ispβ . The leftmost leaf is eitherpα or pβ . If Tu is contained intoT ′′

u , it is sufficient
to obtain linearity from the new nonlinearity. Note that inTu, the application of the linear rulera occurs
at the level lower than that of the leftmost leaf ofTu, but inT ′′

u , the application ofra occurs at the upper

Fig. 3. Nonlinearity by a linear rule and a sufficient containment to eliminate such nonlinearity.

Fig. 4. A containment more general than the one in Fig. 3.
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part of the leftmost leaf ofT ′′
u . Hence, the application of the linear rule can be thought to be movedup

in this transformation. (So, the letter“U” in the acronymSBSLUis to denote“up” .)
Note that Corollary 9 in [9] gives a condition for eliminating nonlinearity by the expansion of the right

recursive subgoal of a bilinear rule by the rule itself. That is, the condition implies a transformation for
eliminating such nonlinearity. Therefore, when this transformation together with the transformation of
Tu intoT ′′

u for eliminating the new nonlinearity is applied finite times to a derivation tree from a program
C and an EDBD, we finally obtain a linear tree that can be generated from the following RLF-linearized
programCslu and the same EDBD:

[Cslu] re : p :- e.
ra : p :- p,G.
r ′
b

: p :- p,H, e.

Definition 4.2. A programC is SBSLU-linearizableif C ≡ Cslu.

We can easily identify that the RLF-linearization for obtainingCslu is based on the partitionL = {ra}
andR = {}. Therefore, SBSLU-linearizability is a special case of RLF-linearizability such thatR = {}
is given as a linear rule partition.

The following programCnl generates only the derivation trees with multiple occurrences of the two
types of minimal nonlinearity. They are represented by the rulesr ′ba and r ′bb. σba (respectivelyσbb)
denotes the substitution for the expansion ofrb by ra (respectively byrb itself).

[Cnl ] re : p :- e.
ra : p :- p,G.
r ′
b

: p :- p,H, e.
r ′
ba

: p :- p,H, σba(e,G).
r ′
bb

: p :- p,H, σbb(e,H, e).

Theorem 4.4. C is SBSLU-linearizable iffCnl ⊆ Cslu.

Proof. See Appendix. �

Corollary 4.5. C is SBSLU-linearizable ifCnl ⊆u Cslu.

The condition of Corollary 4.5 can be tested by verifying whether each of the rulesr ′ba andr ′bb is
uniformly contained into the programCslu. Since each test for the rules requires exponential time, we
have the following theorem:

Theorem 4.6. The condition of Corollary 4.5 can be tested in exponential time.

Example 4.2. Consider the following SBSL-type programsP2 and its RLF-linearized programP2slu

for testing SBSLU-linerizability:

[P2] r0 : p(X, Y ) :- e(X, Y ). [P2slu] r0 : p(X, Y ) :- e(X, Y ).
r1 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z, Y ). r1 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z, Y ).
r2 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), r(Z,W), p(W, Y ). r ′2 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X, Y ), r(Z,W), e(W, Y ).
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Fig. 5. A containment that showsr ′21 ⊆u P2slu.

The programP2nl that generates all the derivation trees with multiple occurrences of minimal non-
linearity is as follows:

[P2nl] r0 : p(X, Y ) :- e(X, Y ).
r1 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z, Y ).
r ′2 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), r(Z,W), e(W, Y ).
r ′21 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), r(Z,W), e(W,U1), g(U1, Y ).
r ′22 : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), r(Z,W), e(W,U1), r(U1, U2), e(U2, Y ).

We can prove thatP2nl is uniformly contained intoP2slu by showing that bothr ′21 and r ′22 are
uniformly contained intoP2slu. Algorithm 2.1 is applied as in the case of Example 4.1. Fig. 5 il-
lustrates thatr ′21 is uniformly contained intoP2slu. The left tree is constructed using the ruler ′21 of
P2nl by instantiating each variable in the rule body to a unique constant, so that the set of facts,
D = {p(1, 2), r(2, 3), e(3, 4), g(4, 5)}, is used to produce the factp(1, 5). The right tree shows that
the same factp(1, 5) can be produced fromP2slu ∪D.

Similarly, the ruler ′22 is also uniformly contained intoP2slu. Therefore,P2nl ⊆u P2slu, which im-
pliesP2 ≡ P2slu by Corollary 4.5.

4.2.2. SBSLD-linearizability
We can also think about the possibility that all the applications of the linear rule are moveddown.

(The letter “D” in SBSLDis to denote “down”.) If such transformation can be applied to a derivation tree
Td from an SBSL-type bilinear programC and an EDBD, we can obtain a stratified derivation treeT ′

d ,
as shown in Fig. 6, such that all the applications of the bilinear rule are in the upper part (labeled asp)
and all the applications of the linear rule are in the lower part (labeled asq).

The following programCud generates only the derivation trees of the formT ′
d . It consists of two

subprograms. One is for the predicateq corresponding to the lower part of a derivation tree fromCud . The
other is for the predicatep corresponding to the upper part of the tree. LetCudp be the latter subprogram.

[Cud ] r ′e : q :- e.
r ′a : q :- q,G.
rq : p :- q. [Cudp ] rq : p :- q.
rb : p :- p,H, p. rb : p :- p,H, p.

Fig. 6. Basic concept of SBSLD-linearizability.
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If Cud is equivalent toC with respect to the predicatep (i.e.,Mp(Cud ∪D) = Mp(C ∪D) for any EDB
D) andCudp is ZYT-linearizable, we can see thatC is linearizable, i.e., it is equivalent to the following
linear programCsld with respect top.

[Csld ] r ′e : q :- e.
r ′a : q :- q,G.
r ′q : p :- q. [Csldp ] r ′q : p :- q.
r ′
b

: p :- p,H, q. r ′
b

: p :- p,H, q.

Csldp denotes the subprogram for the predicatep of Csld .

Definition 4.3. A programC is SBSLD-linearizableif C ≡p Csld .

The RLF-linearization for obtainingCsld is based on the partitionL = {} andR = {ra}. As in the
case of SBSLU-linearizability, the partition implies that SBSLD-linearizability is also a special case of
RLF-linearizability.

Theorem 4.7. A programC is SBSLD-linearizable iffC ≡p Cud andCudp is ZYT-linearizable.

Proof. See Appendix. �

Let Cnlp denote the following program:

[Cnlp ] r ′q : p :- q.
r ′
b

: p :- p,H, q.
r ′
bb

: p :- p,H, σbb(q,H, q).

Cnlp generates only the derivation trees with multiple occurrences of minimal nonlinearity among
all the nonlinear trees fromCudp . It is obvious by the reference [9] thatCudp is ZYT-linearizable
if Csldp ≡u Cnlp .

Now, we find how to check the conditionC ≡p Cud . SinceC ⊇p Cud trivially holds, we want to know
whetherC ⊆p Cud holds. Consider the following two rules:

ra : p :- p,G. rs : p :- p,H, s.

The rulers is obtained from the rulerb by replacing the predicate of the right recursive subgoal with a
new predicates. If s is treated as an EDB predicate,rs can be considered as a linear rule. Then, bothra
andrs are linear. Ifrs commutes withra, we can move down all the applications ofra in a derivation
tree of the programC into the lower part and we obtain a new derivation tree with the same root where
all the applications ofra appear below the applications ofrs , i.e., rb. Therefore, the equivalence ofC
andCud can be thought as a problem of commutativity [9] of two linear rules. This approach makes it
possible to obtain a sufficient condition for SBSLD-linearizability.

Before we give the condition, it is necessary to explainregular expressions for linear rules. From the
definition of derivation trees, every leaf of a derivation tree should be in the database. If we are interested
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mainly in the rule applications than in the derived facts themselves, it is useful to consider derivation
trees whose leaves are not in the database. We will call such derivation trees as apartial derivation trees.
By the observation of Ramakrishnan et al. [9], it is possible to represent a set of partial derivation trees
for linear programs by regular expressions over the rule names. For instance,ra · rs represents all the
trees such thatra is applied immediately afterrs is applied. In other words, the recursive subgoal ofra
is expanded byrs in such a tree. The power formrm represents all the trees such that onlyr is applied
m times consecutively. The closure formr∗ represents all the trees such that onlyr is applied zero or
more times consecutively. Therefore, a complex expressionrs · r∗a represents all the trees such thatrs
is applied afterra is applied zero or more times. Ramakrishnan et al. [9] show that the two linear rules
ra andrs are commutative ifra · rs ⊆ rs · r∗a . They also explain how such a subset relationship can be
tested using uniform containment.

Now we give our condition for SBSLD-linearizability.

Lemma 4.8. C ≡p Cud if ra · rs ⊆ rs · r∗a .
Proof. See Appendix. �

Corollary 4.9. A programC is SBSLD-linearizable ifra · rs ⊆ rs · r∗a andCnlp ⊆u Csldp .

Since each subcondition of Corollary 4.9 can be tested in exponential time, we obtain Theorem 4.10.

Theorem 4.10. The condition of Corollary 4.9 can be tested in exponential time.

Example 4.3. Consider the following SBSL-type programP3.

[P3] re : p(X, Y ) :- e(X, Y ).
ra : p(X, Y ) :- i(X,Z), p(Z, Y ).
rb : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), p(Z, Y ).

We want to test whetherP3 is SBSLD-linearizable, i.e., whetherP3 is equivalent to its RLF-linearized
programP3sld .

[P3sld ] r ′e : q(X, Y ) :- e(X, Y ).
r ′a : q(X, Y ) :- i(X,Z), q(Z, Y ).
rq : p(X, Y ) :- q(X, Y ). [P3sldp ] rq : q(X, Y ) :- e(X, Y ).
r ′
b

: p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), q(Z, Y ). r ′
b

: p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), q(Z, Y ).

Consider the following programP3ud .

[P3ud ] r ′e : q(X, Y ) :- e(X, Y ).
r ′a : q(X, Y ) :- i(X,Z), q(Z, Y ).
rq : p(X, Y ) :- q(X, Y ). [P3udp ] rq : p(X, Y ) :- q(X, Y ).
rb : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), p(Z, Y ). rb : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), p(Z, Y ).

P3udp denotes the subprogram for the predicatep of P3ud . Theorem 4.7 says thatP3 is SBSLD-linear-
izable ifP3 ≡p P3ud andP3udp is ZYT-linearizable.
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First, we should show thatP3 ≡p P3ud . This can be accomplished if the following two linear rules
satisfy the conditionra · rs ⊆ rs · r∗a of Lemma 4.8:

ra : p(X, Y ) :- i(X,Z), p(Z, Y ).
rs : p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), s(Z, Y ).

Both rules are fromP3, but rs is obtained from the bilinear rulerb by replacing the right recursive
subgoalp with a new predicates. We use the procedure given by the reference [9] as follows. The basic
idea is to test containment between a rulera · rs and a programrs · r∗a .

The rule corresponding tora · rs is

[ra · rs ] r ′as : p(X, Y ) :- i(X,Z), p′(Z,W), g(W), s(W, Y ).

The program corresponding tors · r∗a is

[rs · r∗a ] r ′s : p(X, Y ) :- p′(X,Z), g(Z), s(Z, Y ).
r ′a : p′(X, Y ) :- i(X,Z), p′(Z, Y ).

Fig. 7 illustrates thatra · rs ⊆ rs · r∗a holds. Therefore,P3 ≡p P3ud holds.
Second, we must show thatP3udp is ZYT-linearizable. It is a special case of MB-linearizability, so

that the same procedure as in Example 4.1 can be applied.
This can be done by showing that the following programP3nlp is uniformly contained intoP3sldp :

[P3nlp ] rq : p(X, Y ) :- q(X, Y ).
r ′
b

: p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), q(Z, Y ).
r ′
bb

: p(X, Y ) :- p(X,Z), g(Z), q(Z,U), g(U), q(U, Y ).

The programP3nlp generates only the derivation trees with minimal nonlinearity among all the non-
linear trees fromP3udp . Fig. 8 illustrates thatrbb ⊆u P3sldp . This fact impliesP3nlp ⊆u P3sldp . Therefore,
P3udp is ZYT-linearizable.

Fig. 7. A containment that showsra · rs ⊆ rs · r∗a .

Fig. 8. A containment that showsrbb ⊆u P3sldp .
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4.3. RLF-linearizability of general bilinear programs

Consider a derivation treeT from a bilinear programA and an EDBD. Let Arlf be the RLF-line-
arized program ofA under a given partitionL andR of the linear rules. In order to obtain a derivation
treeT ′ fromArlf ∪D with the same root asT , we can consider two aspects: one is moving down all the
applications of the linear rules in the groupR (as in the case of SBSLD-linearizability), and the other
is elimination of nonlinearity by the bilinear rules and the linear rules in the groupL (as in the case
of MB- and SBSLU-linearizability). The following conditions are sufficient to move down all the the
applications of the linear rules in the groupR:
• Any linear ruleraπ(j) (l+1� j �m) in the groupR commutes with any bilinear rulerbk (1� k� n)

just like as in the case of SBSLD-linearizability. That is,raπ(j) · rsk ⊆ rsk · r∗aπ(j) wherersk is a modi-
fied rule of rbk obtained by replacing the predicate of the left recursive subgoal ofrbk with a new
predicatesk.

raπ(j) : p :- p,Gπ(j). rsk : p :- sk,Hk, p.

• Any linear ruleraπ(j) (l + 1 � j � m) in the groupR commutes with any linear ruleraπ(i) (1 � i � l)

in the groupL. That is,raπ(j) · raπ(i) ⊆ raπ(i) · r∗aπ(j) .
If the above two conditions hold, any applications of the linear rules inR can be moved down in any der-
ivation tree fromA ∪D. The following programAud generates the derivation trees in which the linear
rules inR are applied first and then both the linear rules inL and the bilinear rules are applied. Any deri-
vation tree obtained by moving down all the applications of the linear rules inR can be generated byAud .

[Aud ] r ′e : q :- e.
r ′aπ(1) : q :- q,Gπ(1).

. . .

r ′aπ(l) : q :- q,Gπ(l).
r ′q : p :- q.
raπ(l+1) : p :- p,Gπ(l+1).

. . .

raπ(m) : p :- p,Gπ(m).
rb1 : p :- p,H1, p.

. . .

rbn : p :- p,Hn, p.

Lemma 4.11. A ≡p Aud if raπ(j) · rsk ⊆ rsk · r∗aπ(j) for anyj (l + 1 � j � m) andk (1 � k � n), and
raπ(j) · raπ(i) ⊆ raπ(i) · r∗aπ(j) for anyj (l + 1 � j � m) and anyi (1 � i � l).

After this transformation, we must further proceed to eliminate nonlinearity. LetAud
p denote the

program as below, consisting of the rules with the head predicatep among the rules inAud .

[Audp ] r ′q : p :- q.
raπ(l+1) : p :- p,Gπ(l+1).

. . .

raπ(m) : p :- p,Gπ(m).
rb1 : p :- p,H1, p.

. . .

rbn : p :- p,Hn, p.
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Two types of nonlinearity can appear in the derivation trees fromAud
p ∪D.

• Any pair of bilinear rules generates a type of nonlinearity. There aren2 kinds of such nonlinearity.
• Any pair of a bilinear rule and a linear rule inL also generates another type of nonlinearity. There are
nl kinds of such nonlinearity.

Therefore, there are totaln2 + nl kinds of nonlinearity. As we see in MB- and SBSLU-linearizability, if
we eliminate all the occurrences of minimal nonlinearity, the given programA is RLF-linearizable. The
following programAnl

p generates only the derivation trees with multiple occurrences of each minimal
nonlinearity:

[Anlp ] r ′q : p :- q.
raπ(l+1) : p :- p,Gπ(l+1).

. . .

raπ(m) : p :- p,Gπ(m).
rb1 : p :- p,H1, p.

. . .

rbn : p :- p,Hn, p.
r ′
b11

: p :- p,H1, σ11(e,H1, e).
. . .

r ′
bij

: p :- p,Hi, σij (e,Hj , e).

. . .

r ′
bnn

: p :- p,Hn, σnn(e,Hn, e).
r ′
b1aπ(l+1)

: p :- p,H1, τ1π(l+1)(e,Gπ(l+1)).

. . .

r ′
biaπ(j)

: p :- p,Hi, τiπ(j)(e,Gπ(j)).

. . .

r ′
bnaπ(m)

: p :- p,Hn, τnπ(m)(e,Gπ(m)).

Here,r ′bij (1 � i � n, 1 � j � n) denotes the rule that is obtained by expanding the right recursive
subgoal of the rulerbi by the rulerbj , and then by substituting the right two recursive predicates into
the EDB predicate in the exit rule.σij is a substitution corresponding to this expansion.r ′biaπ(j) (1 �
i � n, l + 1 � j � m) also denotes the rule obtained by expandingrbi by raπ(j) and then substituting

the right recursive predicate.τiπ(j) is a corresponding substitution. LetArlf
p be the following program,

consisting of the rules with the head predicatep among the rules inArlf :

[Arlfp ] r ′q : p :- q.
r ′aπ(l+1)

: p :- p,Gπ(l+1).
. . .

r ′aπ(m) : p :- p,Gπ(m).
r ′
b1

: p :- p,H1, q.
. . .

r ′
bn

: p :- p,Hn, q.

Lemma 4.12. Aud ≡p Arlf iff Anl
p ⊆ Arlf

p .

We obtain the following result from Lemma 4.11 and 4.12:
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Theorem 4.13. A is RLF-linearizable under a given partition,L andR, of the linear rules inA if the
conditions of Lemma 4.11 hold andAnl

p ⊆u Arlf
p .

There are(m− l) · (n+ l) cases for testing the commutativity conditions in Lemma 4.11. Each test
is exponential in time. There aren2 + nl rules inAnl corresponding to minimal nonlinearity. In order
to test whetherAnl

p ⊆u Arlf
p holds, we must show that each ofn2 + nl rules is uniformly contained into

Arlf
p . Each test is also exponential. Therefore, we conclude the following theorem:

Theorem 4.14. There is a sufficient condition to be tested in exponential time whether a bilinear
programA is RLF-linearizable under a given partition of the linear rules inA.

5. Conclusions

Linearization of nonlinear recursive programs is very useful in deductive databases. It allows for
the use of well-known cost-effective techniques for the evaluation of linear recursions. Unfortunately,
the general problem of whether a bilinear program is equivalent to a linear program is undecidable,
if P /= NP [5]. There is a well-known linearization, ZYT-linearization, for a limited class of bilin-
ear programs. A bilinear program of the limited class consists of only one bilinear rule and one exit
rule.

We have proposed a new transformation method, calledright-linear-first (RLF) linearization, to line-
arize general bilinear datalog programs that have multiple bilinear and linear rules. In RLF-linearization,
we first partition the set of linear rules in a bilinear program into two disjoint subsets. Note that bilinear
programs having more than one linear rule have many partitions. Based on a partition, RLF-linearization
transforms a bilinear program to a linear program that has two stratified linear recursions. If a bilinear
program is equivalent to its RLF-linearized one, the program is said to beRLF-linearizable.

We have found sufficient conditions for RLF-linearizability of the two restricted types of bilinear pro-
grams, calledMB-typeandSBSL-type. An MB-type bilinear program has only bilinear rules. A SBSL-
type program has exactly two recursive rules: one is linear and the other bilinear. Using the results on
these two types, we have derived a testable sufficient condition for RLF-linearizability of general bilinear
programs. This sufficient condition can be tested in exponential time.

Note that our results are obtained under the assumption that a partition of the linear rules is
given when RLF-linearization is applied to a bilinear program. We can consider all possible partitions
for RLF-linearizability. There are 2m partitions for a bilinear program withm linear rules. Although
we consider all the partitions, the time complexity of testing RLF-linearizability can still be
exponential.
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Appendix

Proof of Theorem 4.1

It is obvious thatB ⊇ Bnl ⊇ Bmb. Assume thatB is MB-linearizable, i.e.,B ≡ Bmb. It impliesBnl ≡
Bmb. ThereforeBnl ⊆ Bmb.

For the sufficiency, we prove by induction on the number of internal nodes of a derivation tree that
for every derivation tree fromB together with any EDBD, there is a derivation tree with the same root
from Bmb ∪D. The basis is trivial because a tree with only one internal node is generated only by the
exit rule. Assume that the induction hypothesis holds for trees with less thank internal nodes. LetT
of Fig. 9 be a derivation tree withk internal nodes fromB ∪D. We can find an internal nodep(c0)

whose children correspond to the internal nodes derived by the exit rule, as shown inT . Let Tc be this
subtree with the rootp(c0). Now, we change the treeT to T ′ by replacingTc with T ′

c as in Fig. 9. Let
D′ = D ∪ {e(c0)}. Then,T ′ is a derivation tree withk − 2 internal nodes fromB ∪D′. By the induction
hypothesis, there is a left-linear derivation treeT ′′ with the same root asT ′ as shown in Fig. 9.T ′′ uses
zero or moree(c0)’s for leaves. Note thatp(c0) is derivable fromB ∪D, whose derivation tree isTc.
We restore the treeT ′′ by replacing each occurrence ofT ′

c in T ′′ with Tc. Then, we obtainT ′′′ shown in
Fig. 9, which is a derivation tree fromBnll together only with the original EDBD and has the same root
asT . SinceBnl ⊆ Bmb, it is clear that there is a left-linear derivation tree fromBmb ∪D with the same
root asT ′′′, and thus, asT . �

Proof of Theorem 4.4

It is obvious thatC ⊇ Cnl ⊇ Cslu. The necessity holds simply becauseC ≡ Cslu impliesCnl ⊆ Cslu.
For the sufficiency, we prove by induction on the number of internal nodes of a derivation tree that

every derivation tree fromC is contained into a derivation tree fromCslu. Let T be a derivation tree
with k(> 1) internal nodes fromC and an EDBD. We can find an internal nodep(c0) whose children
correspond to the internal nodes derived by the exit rule. There can be two types of such an internal node
as shown in Fig. 10. One type is that the internal node is derived by the linear rulera. The other type
is that the internal node is derived by the bilinear rulerb. For the remainder of this proof, arguments
similar to those of the proof for Theorem 4.1 can be applied to each case of the types.�

Fig. 9. Transformation for MB-linearizability.
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Fig. 10. Two types of internal nodes.

Proof of Theorem 4.7

It is trivial thatC ⊇p Cud ⊇p Csld . Also note thatCudp is ZYT-linearizable iffCsld ≡p Cud . Therefore,
C is SBSLD-linearizable iffC ≡p Csld iff Cud ≡p C andCudp is ZYT-linearizable. �

Proof of Lemma 4.8

It is obvious thatC ⊇p Cud . We must prove the reverse containment. Sincera · rs ⊆ rs · r∗a , there
existsm(� 0) such thatra · rs ⊆ rs · rma . Therefore, the partial derivation treeTas of Fig. 11 is uniform-
ly contained into the treeTsa∗ of the same figure. That is, the two trees have the same root and the
conjunction of all the leaves ofTas is uniformly contained into the conjunction of all the leaves ofTsa∗ .

LetD be an EDB. Assume thatT is an arbitrary derivation tree fromC ∪D. We prove the theorem
by induction on the number of applications of the rulerb in T , denoted by/rb(T ). If /rb(T ) = 0, all the
applications by recursive rules inT are by the linear rulera. Therefore,T is also a derivation tree from
Cud ∪D. Assume that for every derivation tree fromC ∪D with /rb(T ) < n, there is also a derivation
tree fromCud ∪D with the same root. Now, consider a derivation treeT such that/rb(T ) = n. There
are two cases to be considered.

One case is that the root ofT is derived byrb. The number of applications ofrb in each of the
two subtrees of the root is less thann. By the induction hypothesis, each subtree can be contained into a
derivation tree fromCud ∪D. By replacing the original subtrees inT with these new trees fromCud ∪D,
we can obtain a new derivation tree, which is fromCud ∪D, with the same root asT .

The other case is byra. As we go down the treeT from the root along through the recursive sub-
goals, we meet thep-factsp(a0), p(a1), . . . , that have been derived byra, and finally arrive at the
nodep(ak) for somek(� 1) such that the nodep(ak) has been derived byrb for the first time as

Fig. 11. Commutativity between a linear rule and a bilinear rule.
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Fig. 12. Containment of derivation trees for SBSLD-linearizability.

shown in Fig. 12. That is,k is the number of applications ofra above the nodep(ak). Suchp(ak)
exists because/rb(T ) > 0.p(ak) has been derived byrb, and its parent byra. SinceTas ⊆ Tsa∗ holds as
shown in Fig. 11, by applying this commutativity between the application ofrb for derivingp(ak) and
the application ofra for its parentp(ak−1), we can obtain a treeT ′ that containsT as in Fig. 12. Note that
there are onlyk − 1 applications ofra above the application ofrb for p(ak−1) in T ′. The transformation
by this commutativity can be repeatedk − 1 times for the remaining applications ofra. After all, we
obtain a treeT ′′ that containsT as in Fig. 12. Note that/rb(Ts) < n. By induction hypothesis, there is a
derivation treeT ′

s from Cud ∪D with the same root asTs . And since/rb(T1) < n, there is a derivation
treeT ′

1 from Cud ∪D with the same root asT1. In T ′′, by replacingTs with T ′
s , andT1 with T ′

1, we have
a derivation tree fromCud ∪D with the same root asT . �
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